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Pure
Community Module
Facilitating the management of
multi-institutional research projects

The Pure Community Module is
designed to overcome the challenge of
multi-institutional discoverability and
management of research projects.

The Pure Community Module helps groups of institutions
(based on geographic region, academic consortium, or
a focused research area) to manage and promote their
research from one shared location. This allows them to
demonstrate their combined impact to funding agencies
and government bodies, to share resources internally, and
to attract investment and talent.
With this module they can collectively track and manage
processes, or add a Community Portal to provide direct
access to their combined resources and expertise from a
shared website.
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Each university participating in the Pure Community
Module can run their own Pure instance, enabling
integration with other data sources, local analytics and
reporting. Optional university-specific portals for individual
discover-ability of research are available.

The benefits of the Pure
Community Module

Pure’s standardizations and data formats ensure that it’s
easy to aggregate data into the Pure Community Module.
Its user-friendly features enable users to quickly perform
analytics and generate reports.

• Overcomes the challenges in reporting on multiinstitutional collaboration

The Pure Community Module provides a centralized system
that makes it easy to collect, de-duplicate and interrelate
the data from a multi-institutional research community.
This curated metadata can be used in the reporting
engine and even published through an optional portal that
is search engine-optimized to help others discover the
expertise and assets of the community.

• Helps identify new collaboration opportunities and attract
new researchers

The optional public portal is configurable with options to
include custom branding, allowing each community to
present their desired face to the world.

For universities and research institutions

• Makes the research talent of the university discoverable to
a larger community

• Helps to formally track and visualize the collaboration
process

For community administrators (including
government agencies and development authorities)
• Supports economic growth by facilitating strategic
partnerships between businesses and local universities
• Promotes local research, assets and expertise, which can
attract R&D-driven businesses
• Provides local businesses with an easy way to locate
academic expertise for innovative research

For researchers
• Highlights your work and the full scope of collaborative
projects to a global audience

The Pure Community
Module provides a
centralized system
that makes it easy to
collect, de-duplicate
and interrelate the
data from a multiinstitutional research
community.

• Helps to identify and attract strategic collaboration and
partnerships within the community

What makes the Pure Community
Module unique?
The Pure Community Module is:
• Supported by Pure, the world’s leading research information
management system
• Always up-to-date, thanks to automatic harvesting from
campus systems
• Backed by best in class support services, including postimplementation support through a customer consultant.
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